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Compendium made for Juan II, King of Castile and Leon, Spain, c. 1425.
185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves, 7 full-page miniatures.

In the 19th year of his government in 1425, Juan II of Castile and Leon (1405-1454) was only 25
years old. An anonymous courtier felt the need to educate the King on his royal duties and on Spain
and its place in the world.



Compendium made for Juan II, King
of Castile and Leon. Spain, c. 1425
185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves, manuscript in Latin
on vellum, 7 full-page illuminated leaves,
several ornamental initials. With the coat of
arms of Leon and Castile and a dedication to
the king.

Juan II became king in 1406, as an
infant of only 22 months. He reached
his ‘mayorita’ in 1419. The higher clergy
surrounding Juan created a royal image
by propagandistic literary means.

During the next generation, this
culminated in the reign of Juan’s
daughter, Isabella of Castile and her
husband, Ferdinand of Aragon, known
as ‘the Catholic Kings’.



The image of the king with two of his counsellors opens the royal address to the Serenissimo, Juan II.
This ‘mirror of princes’ written c. 1425 explains how Spain was best governed by one ruler – a goal
to be realized some 70 years later by Isabella and Ferdinand in 1492.

Juan’s most important counsellors were Pablo de Santa Maria and his son Alonso de Cartagena,
both doctors in law. This manuscript includes several miniatures of royal imagery and a fascinating
world map.

Compendium made for Juan II, King of Castile and Leon, Spain, c. 1425
185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves, 7 full-page miniatures.



At top: the King is to be the chief
judge, counselled by his doctores in
law. Crime must be rightfully
judged, according to the law.

In the lower register: a chancellor
presides over a court of law, a clerk
records procedures, two bailiffs and
others attend.

Compendium made for Juan II of Castile
and Leon, c. 1425, 185 x 140 mm, 63
leaves, 7 miniatures.



The King must be a just governor,
negotiating with his people.

Juan is pictured on his throne,
adorned with the letters I (Juan) M
(Major), young clerks make notes on
scrolls, an armed man guards the
entrance. The king had reached
majority in 1419.

Compendium made for Juan II of Castile
and Leon, c. 1425, 185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves,
7 miniatures.



The King is presented in his duty as
chief of the army, a warrior riding for
battle and leading his knights. He is
preceded by his royal banner.

In the background lies a rough
landscape with mountains and a
watchtower (atalaya) used for signalling.

Compendium made for Juan II of Castile
and Leon, c. 1425, 185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves,
7 miniatures.



In this compendium the author explains the
royal as well as moral duties to the young Juan
II. The texts are written in Latin, which we
know that the king could read. Dated to 1425,
the manuscript was made in the same year as
Juan’s heir Enrique (1425-1474) was born.



The fourth section of the
Compendium manuscript opens with
two figures, duas figuras ipsasque exponere
unam … universalem totius mundi
ordinationem, aliam … universalem orbitem
totius terre habitabilis…” Explaining
heaven and earth to the King.

The first figure shows the world
surrounded by 12 circles of celestial
spheres, with God the Father in the
firmament above. The sun is in the
fourth sphere.

The hierarchy of the spheres with the
earth in the centre is explained in the
text.

Compendium made for Juan II of Castile
and Leon, c. 1425. 185 x 140 mm, 63 leaves,
7 miniatures.



The second figure is an intriguing
map of the world as known c. 1425, a
circular disk: half land, half water.

Top: Oriens; bottom: Occidens; left:
Septentrionalis; right: Meridies (worn).

In upper Asia, we find Paradise with
its four rivers. Right of Paradise,
stands Probana (i.e. Taprobana, a
mysterious, rich and fertile island,
since Antiquity located to the south
of India, assimilated with Ceylon and
later with Sumatra or Java).

In Africa, knowledge stops below the
Atlas mountains. The red sea is,
indeed, quite red.



Map of the world (enlarged).

Below Asia, India and Turquia (with
Constantia?) and to the right
Jerusalem, the Red Sea. In Europe,
Italy (with R = Rome, N = Naples),
Inglaterra (England), Ibernia
(Ireland), Spain.

North of Spain: Paris, Alamania and
Estonia (?). In the Mediterranean,
Sicily, Creta, † (Rhodes, the Island
of Knights of St John?), Cyprus;
Africa with Ceuta and the Atlas
Mountains, opposite of this
Porto(gal?).

In Spain a large fortified town with
T (Toledo), and next to Spain in the
ocean, the Canary Islands before the
west coast of Africa.



This fascinating map of the world (turned right) shows the Canary islands
before the coast of Africa. Colonization of the islands by Castile began in
1402. What had never been seen before in any map is a southern
hemisphere filled with water only.



Judging by the way the paint has been applied, in particular, the manner in which the paler
currents in the ocean respond to the land, it appears that the landmasses were painted first, and
the sea then filled in afterwards. This map therefore was deliberately conceived in this way.

The map shows the northern
temperate zone as expected,
but the southern hemisphere
confronts us with an arresting
mystery: here no terrestrial
zones appear at all. It is
entirely free of any land.



In maps accompanying the works of the Arab scholars Al-Biruni (d. 1048), and in particular
Al-Qazwini (d. 1283), the proportion of the surface of the world occupied by water is relatively high.
At the period the present map was produced, the emirate of Granada was still intact and the author of
this text and map may have had access to Arabic learning. The text does in fact cite Arabic versions of
works by Ptolemy.

Some early Arabic geographers
challenged the proportion of water
and land on the surface of the
globe, possibly as a result of their
intimate knowledge of the Indian
ocean. The highly unusual
depiction of an ocean-filled
southern hemisphere may perhaps
be based on an Arabic model.



An era of exploration was set in motion, unprecedented in human history. The Portuguese became the
first to sail around the Cape of Good Hope in 1495 and in 1498 Vasco da Gama made landfall in India.
The Spanish were the first to go west, when Columbus was sent out by Isabella on his momentous voyage
to the Americas in 1492. Some 20 years later the globe had been circumnavigated and the conception of
the world as depicted in the present map had been utterly transformed.

The world map made for Juan II of
Castile, and just possibly later in the
possession of his heir Isabella,
transports us to the heart of the Age of
Discovery.

It was created when the first great
maritime expeditions were sent out by
the kingdoms of the Iberian peninsula.

In 1415 Henry the Navigator mounted
the first of his expeditions that probed
their way down the west coast of Africa
and Joao Zarco progressed just beyond
Cape Non or Noun – so named as it was
long considered insurmountable.



The Compendium dedicated to the education of Juan II, King of Castile and Leon (1405-1454), may
also have been in the hands of his daughter and heir Isabella (1451-1504), who in 1492 sent Columbus
out on his way.



The Indian Ocean is depicted as open, suggesting that
in order to reach the Indies, all that was required was
to sail around Africa. Neither is there a torrid zone of
lethal heat, which might bar the way. In one sense, the
map invites voyages of discovery. In another sense, it
could have had precisely the opposite effect.

The ratio of water to land on the surface of the earth
was of critical interest to anyone considering entering
unknown oceans. It has been argued that Columbus
was encouraged to attempt sailing west across the
Atlantic as a result of seriously under-calculating the
extent of sea he had to cross, on the basis of the
disproportionate amounts of land depicted on early
maps.

The discovery of the Americas was therefore a
fortunate accident that resulted from mapping errors.

This map is a physical relic from the very heart of the
Age of Discovery, just possibly seen and handled by
some of the most central figures in that enterprise.
Within a generation of its production, the image of
the world it depicts was altered almost beyond
recognition, in great measure by the dramatic series of
voyages sent out by the rulers of Spain.



Christopher Columbus, Epistola de insulis
nuper inventis. (preceded by:) Carolus
Verardus. Historia Baetica. Basel, Johannes
Bergmann de Olpe, 1494. 2nd Basel edition of
Columbus, 3rd edition of Verardus. 209 x 150 mm, 36
leaves, 6 woodcuts by the Master of Haintz Narr.

The letter of Christopher Columbus (1451-
1506) is the first account of the discovery of
the New World.

On his return from the newly discovered
“Indian” isles in March 1493, Columbus
addressed several letters to the Catholic
monarchs Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella
of Castile, who had financed his expedition.

He confirmed that the land he had discovered
met all the hopes and expectations attached to
this expensive and risky expedition.

Extremely rare in commerce.



Christopher Columbus. Epistola de insulis
nuper inventis. (preceded by:) Carolus
Verardus. Historia Baetica. Basel, Johannes
Bergmann de Olpe, 1494. 2nd Basel edition of
Columbus, 3rd edition of Verardus. 209 x 150 mm,
36 leaves, 6 woodcuts by the Master of Haintz Narr.

The ‘Columbus Letter’ described at first
hand what is undoubtedly the most
momentous of all voyages of discovery.

The existence of an American continent was
now made common knowledge and history
was re-oriented.

An immense impetus was given to the
exploration of the Americas and other sea
routes.



Christopher Columbus. Epistola de insulis
nuper inventis. (preceded by:) Carolus Verardus.
Historia Baetica. Basel, Johannes Bergmann de
Olpe, 1494. 2nd Basel edition of Columbus, 3rd edition
of Verardus. 209 x 150 mm. 36 leaves. 6 woodcut
illustrations by the Master of Haintz Narr.

Unlike other editions of Columbus’s letter, the
present Basel version of 1494 was printed in
conjunction with the Historia Baetica, a historical
drama in Latin prose by Carolus Verardus (1440-
1500).

It praises the Spanish monarchs Ferdinand and
Isabella for the conquest of Granada, the last
bastion of the Moors on the Iberian Peninsula.

The play was performed on 21 April 1492, three
months after the re-conquest of the former capital
of the Roman province of Baetica, in Cardinal
Raffaele Riario’s palace in Rome. It was first
printed in Rome in 1493.



Jacobus Philippus [Foresti] Bergomensis. Novissime
hystoriarum omnium repercussiones, noviter … edite: que
Supplementum supplementi Cronicarum …. Venice,
Albertino da Lessona Vercellese, 4 May 1503.
6th edition, revised and augmented. 320 x 220 mm, 461
leaves (of 462). Contemporary binding.

Foresti’s illustrated world history is the first to
contain an account of Columbus’ discovery of the
New World and the first account to appear in a
general work (rather than a news report), testifying
to the rapid absorption of the discovery in literary
culture (De quatuor permaximis insulis in India extra
orbem nuper inventis).

In 1503, Foresti augmented his earlier edition with
geographical information and accounts of recent
events. The woodcuts are considered to be a classic
of High Renaissance Venetian book illustration.



Johan Ramirez (ed.), Libro en q[ue] esta[n]
copiladas algunas bullas ... y todas las
pragmaticas. Alcalá de Henares, Stanislao
Polono for Johan Ramirez, 16 November
1503. 1st edition. 296 x 207 mm, 369 leaves. Large
armorial title printer’s device at end, woodcut
initials. With original signature of Ramirez.

This is the first edition of the famous
collection of Spanish laws and decrees,
containing the first published law on the
establishment of Spanish colonies in
America.

Known as Libro de bulas y pragmáticas (or
simply Las pragmaticas), it was compiled by
Juan Ramirez, secretary to King Ferdinand
and Queen Isabella.

The title woodcut shows the arms of Castile
and Aragon within a three-quarter floral
woodcut border with the motto of the
Catholic Monarchs, Tanto Monta, in a scroll.

Extremely rare.



Johan Ramirez (ed.), Libro en q[ue] esta[n]
copiladas algunas bullas ... y todas las
pragmaticas. Alcalá de Henares, Stanislao
Polono for Johan Ramirez, 16 November
1503. 1st edition. 296 x 207 mm, 369 leaves,
signed by Ramirez.

Most interesting for the history of the
Americas is an edict from Medina del
Campo, 22 June 1497, the first to concern
the newly discovered lands.

Here, all judicial officials of the kingdom
are informed that Christopher Columbus
has been instructed to return to Hispaniola
(his Third Voyage, 1498-1500) to arrange
for its government and colonization.

Since there were not sufficient paid
freemen to send along with him, the
judiciary was instructed that all men and
women convicted of crimes meriting
banishment, should be sent to Hispaniola
under Columbus’s governance.



Johan Ramirez (ed.), Libro en q[ue] esta[n]
copiladas algunas bullas ... y todas las
pragmaticas. Alcalá de Henares, Stanislao
Polono for Johan Ramirez, 16 November
1503. 1st edition. 296 x 207 mm, 369 leaves.

Signed by Ramirez himself.

Many of these laws determined the destiny
of Spain for centuries: for example, those
ordering the expulsion of Jews and those
putting under death penalty all persons
condemned by the Inquisition who dared
to re-enter the kingdom.

Extremely rare. 



Hernan Cortés, Tertia Ferdinandi
Cortesii … in nova maris oceani Hyspania
generalis praefecti praeclara Narratio.
Nuremberg, Friedrich Peypus, 1524.

1st Latin edition, 286 x 194 mm, 56 leaves,
portrait on title, coat of arms, printer’s device.

One of the monuments of early American
discovery and exploration.

Hernando Cortés (1485-1547), soldier and
adventurer, in 1519-1521 conquered what
is now central and southern Mexico. He
sent five extended letters to Emperor
Charles V in which he described his
exploits, placing himself and his actions in
a favourable light.

The title woodcut shows the portrait of the
Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, with his
characteristic features.



In capturing Mexico, Cortés destroyed much of the Aztec civilization. He was officially recognized as the captain
and superior justice of Yucatan, later called New Spain of the Ocean Sea - as in the title of this book. This ‘Third
Dispatch’ is a dramatic military document, which reveals both military and political genius.

Hernan Cortés, Tertia
Ferdinandi Cortesii … in
nova maris oceani Hyspania
generalis praefecti praeclara
Narratio. Nuremberg,
Friedrich Peypus, 1524. 1st

Latin edition, 286 x 194 mm,
56 leaves.



Hernan Cortés, Tertia Ferdinandi Cortesii
… in nova maris oceani Hyspania generalis
praefecti praeclara Narratio. Nuremberg,
Friedrich Peypus, 1524. 1st Latin edition of the
third letter. 286 x 194 mm, 56 leaves.

Cortés’ expedition ranks as one of the more
dramatic and improbable chapters in
American history. Cortes himself is known
for his leadership, vision, and cunning.

His letters were directly addressed to the
King, asking to be acknowledged for his
successes.

Rare in commerce



Johannes Honter, (Atlas minor) Circuli spaerae [sic] cum v. zonis. Zürich, [Christoph
Froschauer, 1548-1552?]. 190 x 143 mm, 16 leaves, printed on one side only, 3 illustrations, 12
maps, including a cordiform map of the world. – Rare in commerce.

The humanist polyhistor Johannes Honter (1498-1549) was the author of an extremely
popular geographical schoolbook, the Rudimenta cosmographica.



Johannes Honter, (Atlas minor) Circuli spaerae [sic] cum v. zonis. Zürich, [Christoph Froschauer,
1548-1552?]. 190 x 143 mm, 16 leaves, printed on one side only, 3 illustrations, 12 maps, including a
cordiform map of the world. – Rare in commerce.

Most celebrated is the cordiform world map where South America is separated from North
America, which is called Parias.



Sebastian Münster, Cosmographei oder
beschreibung aller länder, herschafften, fürnemsten
stetten, geschichten, gebreüchen, hantierungen etc.
Jetz zum drittem mal trefflich sere ... gemeret und
gebessert ... mit hübschen figuren unnd landtaflen
geziert. Basel, Heinrich Petri, 1550. 5th German,
1st edition of the updated and enlarged version, 330 x
215 mm, ff. 48 + 1237 pp., c. 900 illustrations, 14
double-page maps.

The Cosmographia is a great historico-
geographical description of the entire world
and an epoch-making achievement. Sebastian
Münster (1488-1552), professor in Basel since
1529, made it foremost into a work of
historiography.

Its enormous success made it for decades a
‘housebook’ of historical and geographical
knowledge to a wide circle of readers.



Sebastian Münster, Cosmographei oder beschreibung aller länder, herschafften, fürnemsten stetten,
geschichten, gebreüchen, hantierungen etc. Jetz zum drittem mal trefflich sere ... gemeret und gebessert
... mit hübschen figuren unnd landtaflen geziert. Basel, Heinrich Petri, 1550.

With separate sections on the Holy Land, Africa, Asia, and the Americas – titled Von den
neüwen inseln with relations of the voyages and discoveries of the early explorers, like
Columbus, Vespucci, Magellan, etc.).



Sebastian Münster, Cosmographei oder beschreibung
aller länder, herschafften, fürnemsten stetten, geschichten,
gebreüchen,.. zum drittem mal trefflich sere ... gemeret
und gebessert ... mit hübschen figuren unnd landtaflen
geziert. Basel, Heinrich Petri, 1550. 5th German
edition, the 1st of this considerably enlarged version.

The Cosmographia is profusely illustrated with town
plans and views, portraits, costumes, mining
activities, cannibalism, natural history, etc. These
are created by Hans Holbein, Urs Graf, Hans R.
Manuel Deutsch, David Kandel, and others. The
1550 edition includes numerous views and plans of
European cities.

The double-page maps drawn by Münster himself,
include two world maps: Terra florida (North
America) and America vel Brasilii ins. (South
America).

Whereas manuscripts remained private, by 1550
the art of printing had brought the discovery that
rocked the world into so many more households.
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